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The paper presents computer tools usage for supporting petroleum and natural gas industries.

These tools are the most effective on infrastructure design and monitoring, as on financial ma-

nagement problem solution.

Îïèñàíî ïðèìåíåíèå êîìïüþòåðíûõ ñðåäñòâ ìîäåëèðîâàíèÿ â íåôòÿíîé è ãàçîâîé ïðî-

ìûøëåííîñòè. Ýòè ñðåäñòâà íàèáîëåå ýôôåêòèâíû ïðè ôîðìèðîâàíèè èíôðàñòðóêòóðû è

ìîíèòîðèíãå, à òàêæå ïðè ðåøåíèè çàäà÷ ôèíàíñîâîãî ìåíåäæìåíòà.
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The technological revolution supplies the global energy market with solutions

influencing on continuous its development. P. Bijur, the Texaco president no-

tices, that new technologies do not make hydrocarbons an archaic energy source,

just the other way round. Technology development lets us go towards the uneco-

nomic, difficult for extraction or remote sources of hydrocarbons and make them

fully operational energy source [1]. Moreover achievements of the technology

allow us to exploit today raw material beds which were regarded as exhausted,

uneconomical to exploration in the past. Undoubtedly due to technology devel-

opment, it will be possible to reaching for more and more unconventional re-

serves as well as more and more and difficult reserves.

New technologies influence so many elements of the gas chain, that it is

hard to list them all. However, it is worth to enumerate at least a few of them con-

nected with IT and the Internet:

enrich the range of searching techniques and geological reserves analysis

(e.g. using of supercomputers for generating 3D and 4D reserves image);

they make continuous monitoring of land and sea gas reserves conditions

and the mining infrastructure possible;

they give chances of the computer technology implementation for designing

the oil and gas infrastructure (CAD type software);

computer technologies make possible to remote measurements, data collect-

ing during the transfer of natural gas in gas pipelines;

they support the activity of wholesale oil and gas market;

they adjust logistics management and financial administration [2].
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Fig. 1. Chronological expression of chosen seismic methods of gas and crude oil reserves exploration



Modern technologies elaborated for needs of gas and crude oil industries let

to localize sources of this raw materials more precisely, to exploit them more ef-

fectively minimizing losses and the environments pollution. Technological in-

novations allow to recognize geological formations better due to still improved

analysis of reflected acoustic waves, radarscope images and other technologies.

Exploration and production (E&P) companies depend on timely, high-quality

data to identify exploratory prospects, optimize well locations, avoid drilling

hazards and pinpoint reservoir targets. Today, many of these reservoirs are

found in difficult geological settings and in some of the most forbidding environ-

ments on earth [3]. It is possible to reach the sea for depth below 7000 feet in

depth, and to make more far-away gushers — even side — for depth of 20,000

feet on the base of seismic data subjected to the 3D visualization. Techniques

development of seismic examinations is presented on Fig. 1 [4].

IT technology allows for deep imaging of oil and natural gas resources as

well as seismic analysis. Imaging is the process that brings seismic reflections

into focus at their proper positions. It consists of two main elements - stacking

and migration. Stacking increases signal-to-noise ratio by summing records ob-

tained from several seismic shots reflecting at the same point. The simplest case

to illustrate is a flat layer of uniform velocity overlying the reflector [4].

After years of production, mature fields also benefit from continued exploi-

tation of seismic data. Taking time-lapse (4D) seismic «snapshots» at various

stages throughout the life of a reservoir allows asset teams to observe dynamic

changes in the reservoir resulting from production and enhanced-recovery tech-

niques [5]. This proven technology is applicable in oil and gas fields worldwide,

but interpretations have been largely qualitative, describing where reservoir

changes take place, but not how much the reservoir has changed. Recent ad-
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Fig. 2. Computer data quantity increase from various land and sea operations in the natural gas

industry in 1985, 1993, 2001



vances allow quantitative mapping techniques to extend the productive life of

fields by uncovering bypassed or unswept reserves [5].

However new techniques needs larger and larger number of specialists for

their results analysis. Fast and prompt analysis needs fast and unfailing commu-

nication between specialists. It is possible to apply new technologies to avoid

travel and common meetings costs of large number of specialists.

The infrastructure of wires, cables, aerials, satellites and software systems

created the chance of fast communication, so necessary in the business environ-

ment. Communication safety is the bottom line, when data coming from seismic

examinations or production reserves in real time are simultaneously discussed

on two continents [6].

The data quantity exchanged between units of the company rises quickly

(Fig. 2) [6]. Information processing, analysis and presentation requires substan-

tial computing power and specialists’ support. The Internet is extremely helpful

instrument which support logistics side of analysis allows for the access to nec-

essary data from almost every places of the globe.

The most important benefit of the Internet as the global network is fact that

the Internet supplies ideas, solutions for whole spectrum of the branch members,

having started from the executive management, engineers, representatives of

governments, dealers, large consumers, to service units, producers of the equip-

ment or independent energy producers [7]. The work of gas and petroleum in-

dustry based on the Internet:

let for fast and cheap collaboration dispersed al over the world enterprise

units;

give the chance different distributed units for the access to the same infor-

mation source;

make visual and verbal communication possible (videoconferences) at a any

time, from the any places at the same time for many units;

allow for the contact and data exchange in places far away from local tele-

communication networks thanks to the satellite contact and the Internet;

users can adjust the range and the complexity of information to current

needs;

make precise communication possible on the basis of the complicated, tech-

nical language used in the branch.

In spite of common opinion, application of IT technologies and the Internet al-

lows for development of such «old» industries as petroleum and natural gas indus-

try. The application allows for many measurably economic benefits as increase of

exploratory success rate, exploratory costs reduction or more effective well place-

ment. The application gives also many environmental benefits as less drilling wastes

generation or improvement of earth’s natural system characterization.
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Îïèñàíî çàñòîñóâàííÿ êîìï’þòåðíèõ çàñîá³â ìîäåëþâàííÿ ó íàôòîâ³é òà ãàçîâ³é ïðîìèñ-

ëîâîñò³. Ö³ çàñîáè º íàéåôåêòèâí³øèìè ïðè ôîðìóâàíí³ ³íôðàñòðóêòóðè ³ ìîí³òîðèíãó, à

òàêîæ ïðè ðîçâ’ÿçóâàíí³ çàäà÷ ô³íàíñîâîãî ìåíåäæìåíòó.
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